Internship at Vince Group!
Hey you! Nice that you are reading our vacancy(s). Let's see what we can do for each other.
Throughout the year, Vince Group offers internship opportunities for our various branches. Are
you following the programme Commercial Economics, International Business, Marketing and
Communication, Media and Design, Logistics and Economy, Finance and Control or another
study programme?
We are always interested in ambitious national and international students who can strengthen
our team. We offer an internship fee of €500 per month. Are you curious about our internship
opportunities or are you interested in one of our vacancies? If so, please send your CV and
motivation to hrm@vince-design.nl.
See you soon!

Vacancies
Media and design: Are you creative and do you have an affinity with the furniture industry? As a
media design intern you will work together with the team on expressing the identity of Dimehouse.
The main focus is on devising and creating content, aimed at the target group. With which expression
can Dimehouse distinguish itself from its competitors on Social Media? And by means of which
content in campaigns can you seduce future clients?
Your daily work consists of creating online and offline content. Think about creating product images
for the website, mood settings for social media, newsletters, social media posts, but also content
related to the shop such as price tags and advertising.

Marketing and communication: Are you studying marketing and communication? Then we are
looking for you! The position of marketing and communication intern is very versatile. You will be
engaged in all kinds of activities in the field of purchasing and sales.
During your daily work you will be busy creating, implementing and analysing content. In addition,
you will gain knowledge in online and offline marketing. Increasing our brand awareness is very
important.
Finance and control (business economics) Do you love numbers and can't get enough of financial
data? Are you analytical, accurate, innovative and eager to learn? And do you enjoy working in a
young, dynamic and growing company? Then you have come to the right place at Vince Group.
Despite the growth that has continued within Vince Group in recent years, the Finance & Control
department still consists of a small team. As an intern, you will therefore provide support in a diverse
and varied range of tasks. In your daily work, you will, among other things, check purchase invoices,
draw up sales invoices, accounts receivable management and various administrative issues in the
field of logistics, stock and commerce. You will also provide monthly support with the financial
closing of all the BVs within Vince Group, including Labelwise, Vince Design and Dimehouse.
In addition to the traineeship work, there is also sufficient space to pay attention to personal learning
objectives that can be brought back into practice. These can be the financial statements, financial
analyses, operational processes or cash flows.

International internship:
Looking for an international internship? We have more internationally oriented webshops where you
can learn e-commerce and marketing from our international specialists. Below shops are some of our
online shops:
o
o
o
o
o

Furnwise.co.uk - _focus on the United Kingdom and Ireland
Livin24.de - _Focused on Germany
Dimehouse.de - _Focused on Germany
Dimehouse.fr - _Focused on France
Furnwise.fr - _Focused on France

We are looking for international students with perfect English, German or French language skills. You
will be supporting and working on:
•
Customer service support; always aim for the best outcome for our customer.
•
Social media; build brand awareness, interact with people and try to get revenue out
of social media.
•
Online marketing; build brand awareness, aim for conversions, help increasing the
market share for our shops.
•
Content management; photography, SEO writing, and more.
•
Other marketing and sales oriented task

